
Discover the Hidden Secrets of Boat On The
Shore
Picture yourself strolling along a sandy shore, the gentle sound of waves crashing
against the sand, and the warm sun kissing your skin. As you explore this
picturesque coastal scene, you notice a boat gracefully resting on the shore.

This boat holds a sense of adventure and nostalgia. It has braved the vast ocean,
encountered storms, and sailed through tranquil waters. Now, it invites you to
uncover its hidden secrets and embark on a journey filled with serenity and
wonder.

The Allure of Boat On The Shore

Boat On The Shore represents the epitome of maritime beauty. Its weathered
exterior reflects the countless stories it carries. Each scrape and dent holds a tale
of daring explorations and unforgettable journeys.
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But what makes Boat On The Shore so captivating? Is it the way it gracefully
rests on the sandy terrain, or the sight of seagulls circling above it, creating a
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harmonious symphony with the crashing waves?

For many, the allure lies in the tranquility it brings. As you gaze at this vessel, you
can't help but feel a sense of calm and peace wash over you. The boat's aura
imprints on your soul, transporting you to a realm where worries fade away and
dreams take flight.

The Untold Stories

As you approach Boat On The Shore, whispers of untold stories fill the air. You
can almost hear the laughter of past captains, the shouts of crew members, and
the echoes of adventures that have unfolded throughout its lifetime.

Take a moment to imagine the journeys this boat has undertaken. It has sailed
through choppy waters, weathered storms that threatened its existence, and
explored uncharted territories. Each journey has carved a unique mark on its hull,
a testament to its resilience and strength.

One can't help but wonder about the people who have graced its deck, the
dreams they chased, and the memories they created. Boat On The Shore is more
than just a vessel; it is a vessel of countless stories waiting to be discovered.

Unlocking the Secrets

Now that you're captivated by Boat On The Shore, it's time to uncover its long-
kept secrets. What mysteries lie within its hidden compartments? What treasures
have been collected on its yearning voyages?

As you step aboard, a sense of anticipation fills the air. The warm, salty breeze
carries whispers of the open sea, inviting you to explore every nook and cranny.
The creaking floorboards beneath your feet add to the boat's mystique, as if they
are guiding you towards the answers you seek.



Room after room, you uncover artifacts of a bygone era. Maps tattered by time,
telescopes longing to gaze upon distant horizons, and journals brimming with
tales of wonder and awe. You unravel the past, piece by piece, allowing the boat
to share its hidden stories.

Embracing the Serenity

As the sun begins to set, casting hues of orange and pink across the sky, you find
yourself embracing the serene atmosphere that Boat On The Shore emanates.
Every wave that crashes upon the shore reminds you of the limitless expanse of
the sea, and the boundless potential that lies within.

Boat On The Shore offers more than just a glimpse into the past; it presents an
opportunity to reflect on one's own journey. Like the boat, we face turbulent
waters, unforeseen storms, and uncharted territories. Yet, just as it continues to
persevere, we too can find strength in the face of adversity.

So, next time you encounter a boat graciously resting on the shore, take a
moment to appreciate its beauty and reflect on the stories it carries. Allow
yourself to be captivated by its allure, unlock its hidden secrets, and embrace the
serenity it offers. And who knows, perhaps you may find your own untold stories
waiting to be uncovered.
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A Boat on the Shore: a Mural Installation of Photographs

This photography installation on kindle is about a boat and the sea and has
twelve abstract photographs from underneath the boat that I took in Jericho
Beach Vancouver in May 2017.

The waves and the movements they make on the edge of the shore certainly do
create pictures on the surface of objects there. Over time, the end result of their
movements is that they usually break things apart that are not of the sea and
surrender them on the sand. This persistent process of renewal can be very
gentle or very raw and harsh. These pictures are very truthful in that they depict
this process of letting go.Release, departure and renewal comes from the sea
and water as well. I am depicting the other side of this story that reflects the
effects of these persistent moments of departure or rupture in the objects on the
shore.

Each photograph measures 7.36” x 11’’ in the pdf file and shows the images that
the sea paints on this boat when the waves cover it in the evening. The pictures
have variations of forms, textures and shades of blue. You can look and
download the sample of the mural in a pdf file at :
http://www.sketchbookcommunications.com/preview&id=48

I hope you enjoy it,

Susana Roque
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videos for murals and art books:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYu6YGfDfV31E1wb12kv3BA/videos
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